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Rally Book – Guidelines
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Before you start
1. Make sure you were given a rally book, which specifies distances in the same unit
(miles vs km) as your meter! The unit used in your rally book is printed in the top
right corner (KM/MI total).
2. Double check that you have the essentials:





spare tire,
towing rope,
medical kit,
extra water

3. Particularly if you have a rental car check the quality of the tires and that you know
how to activate the 4WD. Do not wait for that test until you need to use the 4WD.
4. Make sure you have sufficient petrol to cover around 200 km. The rally is shorter
than that, but there is absolutely no opportunity to fill up petrol on route.

More tips
1. The rally is not about time. Speed records will not earn you any points. Drive safely.
2. In case of difficult track conditions (ie the optional challenges or anything marked
with an exclamation mark), send a scout ahead to check the track and give
directions.
3. Pay close attention to the distances specified! Reset your trip meter at every way
point!
4. Use every hint given to verify that you are on track!
5. Pay special attention to change in road quality (off-road vs concrete vs gravel vs
main road)!
6. Not absolutely every crossing is listed as waypoint. In case you have a (smallish)
crossing before your way point, then assume “stay on track”, but use the next
opportunity to verify!
7. Do not follow blindly other cars. They might be as wrong as you!
8. Mark in your rally book confirmed waypoints in case you need to back track!
9. In case you get absolutely lost call us under 99-331126!

